Trauma care in England and Wales: Is this as good as it gets?
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Outcome has plateaued since 1994 but varies significantly at Trust level

This edition publishes an analysis from the TARN database suggesting that the case mix fatality for major trauma patients reaching hospital alive has not improved in England and Wales since 1994 even though a 40% reduction occurred in the preceding five years (1989–94). This lack of change in outcome occurred in parallel with a plateau in the level of consultant involvement in the most severely injured patients. Two important issues arise from this observational study. The first concerns the validity of the analysis and the second if the analysis is valid, the response of emergency physicians.

The TARN sensitivity analysis has adjusted the observed lack of change in outcome for most potential weaknesses in the data, this did not change the main results. Furthermore, there are very few if any data in international literature that have commented in trends in trauma outcome after 1995 therefore it is possible that this plateau in case mix fatality is not just a trend in England and Wales but one that extends throughout the developed world. The implementation of evidence based medicine may secure further improvements, however, this is not straightforward. There is little class one evidence to support care for major trauma patients in the emergency department. Two randomised control trials spring to mind: the first from Houston that suggests 4% to 8% excess mortality in shocked patients with penetrating trauma being fluid resuscitated (compared with no fluid resuscitation) before surgery, the second being the NASCIS study suggesting benefit in terms of functional outcome for patients with spinal cord injury given high dose corticosteroids within eight hours. Further reviews of emergency department interventions on the Cochrane injuries database have been inconclusive. Moving away from single interventions there are data from North America that suggest that organised trauma systems are beneficial in terms of reducing mortality. However, even in North America this is not generally accepted. Within the United Kingdom two studies of trauma care systems have not suggested benefit for the trauma populations studied.

With little in the way of firm evidence to guide practice one must look to researchers to try and improve the evidence based. However, this is a difficult area. There are complex ethical issues surrounding the recruitment of patients who are not fully conscious into randomised controlled trials. Trials inevitably have to be large and multicentre as although major trauma remains the commonest cause of death in young people it is still a sporadic disease in individual emergency departments. Multicentre trials require significant investment and as emergency physicians rarely own the whole of a major trauma patient for longer than a few hours, efforts to collaborate with orthopaedic and neurosurgical colleagues (who will be responsible for the ongoing care of most of these patients) are also necessary. It is therefore difficult for emergency physicians to initiate trials to answer questions such as the time frame within which it is acceptable to deliver operative intervention for specific injuries. This makes it unlikely that many large multicentre trials will deliver the answer to therapeutic dilemmas within the next five years. Large trauma registries may be able to provide some comparatively high quality observational evidence, however, most rely on mortality rather than disability outcomes. The mortality for major trauma patients reaching hospital alive is low, between 5% and 10% in most registries on both sides of the Atlantic, perhaps a reflection of improvements in care before the mid-1990s). Therefore the ability of trauma registries to determine the efficacy of single therapeutic interventions is limited by considerations of power. The data presented in this journal do show however that although nationally outcome is static, there is a large degree of variation in outcome between different hospitals suggesting that some deliver better trauma care than others. For the reasons discussed it is less than clear what the key features in improving outcomes are.